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This is the Elacin RC Communication Series
Calling a customer. Switching with colleagues. Clear communication is critical in your business.
But in a workplace with thumping machines, sharp warning sounds and high tones it can be difficult
to communicate with each other via telephone or portable radio.
The Elacin RC Communication Series solves this challenge for you in one click.

Comfortable hearing protection and communication tool in one.
Improve communication in the workplace
Elacin RC hearing protection offers excellent speech intelligibility, has filters for every type
of noise in various environments and, thanks to the customization, has a high wearing
comfort. Nice benefits that improve communication in your company. But we can do even
better. With the Elacin RC Communication Series we take communication to the next level.
Protect your hearing with Elacin RC and understand each other perfectly when you
communicate by telephone or portable radio.
Protected communication
The Communication Series is the optional extension of the Elacin RC. It is the connection
between your telephone, walkie-talkie or portable radio and the Elacin RC earplugs. It
allows you not only to hear protected, but also to communicate at a distance. Without
noise. In loud environments. Communicate via your own infrastructure like never before.
Combine Elacin RC with the RC Communication Series
+ Elacin RC BoomMic
Communicate via headset with (desk) telephone or
portable radio
+ Elacin RC SoloCom (Lo)
Communicate via earplug and speech unit (PTT) with
portable radio
+ Elacin RC Tube
Communicate safely in potentially explosive environments
You’ll forget you're wearing Elacin
Elacin: you can hear it, but you don't feel it. The Communication Series has the ideal,
ergonomic fit and the hearing protection consists of soft silicone. It fits like a glove. Experience Elacin as an extension
of your body.
Easy use for all portable radios and telephones
Our Communication Series can be used for all portable radios and telephones, including Motorola, Kenwood, Hytera,
Sepura and more. Employees communicate protected, without the need to invest in new means of communication
hardware.
Ready for the future
All Elacin hearing protection fits seamlessly with any means of communication, now and in the future. You don't have to
buy new hearing protection and you can easily scale up.
Customizable to your liking
The flexible Elacin RC communication Series can be adapted to the wishes of the user. For example, wear the
BoomMic to the left or right of your face and adjust the stem to your check curvature.

Our mission is to protect hearing. With Elacin RC we achieve just that.
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Visit elacin.com for more Elacin hearing protectors

